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Blast off for rockets!This colorful celebration will satisfy burgeoning astronauts with a survey of
rocket planes and spacecrafts. From a Fourth of July firework rocket to the space shuttle
Columbia to the rocket that landed men on the moon, rich paintings compare and contrast
various types of these remarkable fire-powered flying machines. The simple text and pictures
can be enjoyed by the youngest preschool enthusiast, while also appealing to older children
who can read by themselves. In-depth endpapers showcase specific models and also detail the
famous Apollo space mission.

From School Library JournalPreSchool-Grade 2–Collicutt's colorful book is at once an easy
reader, a concept book, and a space primer. Introducing all types of rockets while comparing
them as opposites, it will find many uses–and many readers. Space enthusiasts will be able to
manage the simple text and garner even more information from the detailed end pages, which
feature rocket history and a description of the Apollo 11 mission. Vehicle-obsessed youngsters
will enjoy the book as well, especially the last page, which features a full-spread blast-off. The
realistic paintings, done in a palette of saturated primary colors, will delight young readers. Add
this title to Collicutt's This Truck (2004), This Car (2002), This Boat (2001), This Plane (2000),
and This Train (1999, all Farrar) for a complete unit on transportation.–Angela J. Reynolds,
Annapolis Valley Regional Library, Bridgetown, NS, CanadaCopyright © Reed Business
Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.From BooklistPreS-Gr. 2. Kids
who are space crazy will pore over the many different rockets that fill the horizontal pages of this
compact picture book. Using a format similar to that of This Plane (2000)and This Boat (2004),
Collicutt gives each rocket or spacecraft one line of description under an intriguing, brightly
colored picture. Some rockets travel by day, and some by night. A rocket can be carried under a
plane or on top of a truck. Occasionally the text isn't clear. For instance, is the rocket that's like a
train actually a bullet train? If not, what is it? The front matter, a two-page spread picturing and
naming some particular rockets, might have been used to amplify some of the more generic
rockets in the text. The back matter is an intriguing two-page spread of the Apollo 11 Mission,
focusing on the rocketry system. This spans a fairly wide age range, with more to look at and
learn as the reader grows older. Ilene CooperCopyright © American Library Association. All
rights reservedReview"As always, it's Collicutt's artwork that speaks volumes: It is, appropriately,
utterly transporting, with Collicutt providing wonderfully specific drawings...in which readers can
fully immerse themselves." -- Kirkus Reviews"The back matter is an intriguing two-page
spread . . . spans a fairly wide age range, with more to look at and learn as the reader grows
older." -- BooklistAbout the AuthorPaul Collicutt is the author and illustrator of five previous
picture books: This Train, A Parents’ Choice Gold Award Winner, This Plane, This Car, This



Boat, and This Truck. He lives in Sussex, England.Read more
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Robert Moore-Go Cubs G, “Oh yeah!. Love this book and others in the series. Beautiful art
and...ROCKETS!”

meemonk, “Great detail. I thought this was a very nice book, with lots of facts, details and bright
photos. I bought it for my 3 year old nephew, knowing he was not ready for all the factual aspects
but would love the illustrations. He opened it on Christmas morning, and according to his
mother, did not open another present but spent the rest of the morning pouring over this book.
He loves books and is especially into rockets. I recommend this book for anyone who likes
rockets and wants to read more about them.”

Cindy, “Fabulous. This book is a fabulous treat for any 2-4 year old rocker lover. The pictures are
wonderful, bright and attention grabbing. The one fact per page is good, though at three, 2-3
facts facts would have worked as well for him. The more detailed information inside the front and
back covers has led to some interesting conversations. And he loves seeing pictures of the
space shuttle inside.”

Glanton, “Blastoff. If you and your child love rockets well this is well illustrated and a cool briefly
worded book”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. Cute book”

K. Conway, “Great Book to entertain kids 7 and under!. I now have the entire series of Paul
Collicut books, this was a pleasant surprise, the 6th book in the series which proves to be very
entertaining and very muuch enjoyed by my [...] He can read the whole book alone! Big
beautiful graphic pictures enhance the enjoymnet of reading this book!  Enjoy!!”

Ida Kim, “Awesome Books!. My friend gave us This Rocket from a library sale. He memorized the
books when he was 3 and I searched to find the rest of the collection. They are good at teaching
kids different adjectives and very simple. He's 4 now and "reads" it to his 9 month brother.
Priceless!”

The book by Jennifer Adams has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 11 people have provided feedback.
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